When I left the Ivory Tower for San Francisco State University in 1988, one of my mentors said "You're leaving the priesthood." Not many people put it that baldly, but indeed the two most obvious drawbacks young scientists see in my choice are a loss of prestige, and the assumption that competitive research must be abandoned.
Research has indeed been more of a struggle since I moved to SFSU. But recently I've seen a rapid change in our emphasis on research and in our ability to obtain the funds to perform it. In 1988, my supportive Dean nervously approved the unprecedented sum of $5 000 to allow me to set up a lab. Today, startup offers are routinely in the $100 000 range, not far from the amounts that major research universities offer, and Federal set-aside funds for this type of institution make grants far easier (though still not easy) to get. We even provide research leave for young faculty! And, best of all, the environment has changed, as we work to build our own version of the vibrant research atmosphere found at our more research-oriented sister institutions. I fully expect my newest colleagues to make a strong mark in their fields.
Why did I make the move? For me, it was the best option all around, a calculated compromise. I wanted to teach as well as do research, and I wanted to be on the West coast. I knew I couldn't go back -few of my colleagues move back into the temples of research, though a number of our students become established researchers at major universities. No doubt I haven't published as much, or done as much high-profile work, as I might have in a different setting. But I have an active laboratory with stimulating students; I can do enough of the work I want to do to keep me happy, and I feel part of the larger research community. Life beyond the pale isn't as lonely or as frustrating as it's painted.
I also have satisfying input into the educational community -as well as teaching at the graduate and undergraduate levels, I'm involved in workshops for the faculty of small colleges and high schools, and am frequently asked for opinions on textbooks, thus indirectly influencing many students. Since education is at least half of what I want to do with my life, these things are as important to me as a big grant might be to someone else.
Which brings me to the dread topic of grants. Yes, we think that funding agencies are biased against us -they know it's harder to do research in an institution such as ours. But the tough competition is a little less frightening here. Though grants are important, they're not the lifeblood of our institution. Our success is not just measured in how much funding we have. We're all on hard-money salaries, and if there is no research funding to be had, there's always more teaching to be done. Many different types of faculty contributions are acknowledged, valued and rewarded. And a variety of programs at NSF and NIH are specifically designed for institutions like ours, schools with limited research funding or substantial numbers of minority students.
Working one-on-one as a mentor to research students is an incredible high, but the difficulty of maintaining a research program in this environment is real. My students are Master's Degree candidates who typically have less experience, and can spend less time in the lab, than I did when I was doing my PhD. And there are fewer experienced people in the lab and in other labs nearby. My lab has a part-time technician and thirteen graduate and undergraduate students. Without post-docs, and with my teaching and other responsibilities, it's hard to spend the time I should with each person. Few students actually work full-time in the lab, and many will drop out early.
As students come and go, I sometimes have to let go of the almighty publication concept. I'm here not just to publish or perish, but to shepherd my students along in their chosen careers, whether or not their needs happen to coincide with mine. I have to deal with the realization that these students do not always accept the goals that I have for them, and that some measure success not by what they accomplish in my lab, but how quickly they can use it as a spring-board for an internship at Genentech.
Because the priorities are different, some people think of this kind of job as easy and relaxing -a kind of early retirement or vacation. The truth is that I seldom get much time to work or think quietly and creatively during the day. There are just too many urgent things to do, and too many interruptions. I could turn over an egg timer each time I'm interrupted, and it would never be empty. My serious reading and writing has to be done in the evenings and weekends. Not all of my colleagues have this luxury; many have families, and I suppose they somehow manage their time to get everything done during the day. And they probably don't make the mistake of agreeing to write essays like this one! Stress and aggravation take a great toll on my day. But the core of what I do, teaching and learning about biology, obscured as it gets at times, is often so much fun that I confuse work with play. On the whole, I guess that means my compromise has been a success.
